The GAC Carbon Seminar will provide an excellent opportunity to share global knowledge from professionals and practical applications of the subject matter, among the GCC smelters. The participants will gain a broader perspective from this very informative seminar, which they can apply in their own work environment.

A few subjects to be covered are:
- Safety in the Carbon Department
- WORKSHOP: Waste Carbon Dust, how to dispose?
- Clean Equipment Philosophy in Paste Plant
- Slot Saw Experience
- Fire Reversal on ABF
- Adaptation of Baking Furnace
- Operational Excellence Journey at Rodding Room
- Unblocking Rod Shop capacity
- Review and aspects of anode size increase projects
- Operating green mill with single mold and half capacity

Confirmed speakers include:
- Sunil Bhajun
  Paste Plant Manager - Qatalum
- Pasquale Calo
  Fives Solios Services Director - Fives
- Eng. Manoj Mishra
  Bake Furnace Engineer – Ma’aden Aluminium
- Masood Toorani
  Manager Carbon Operation and Maintenance – ALBA
- Luis Isaque
  Bake Furnace Manager – Qatalum
- Jamil Jamal Eddin Wazir Eddin
  Senior Manager - Rodding Room, Carbon and Port - EGA
- Sergio Zunguze
  Rodding Shop Manager – Qatalum
- Anand Pandey
  Senior Mechanical Engineer & Project Manager – Hatch
- Eng. Subah AlShammari
  Green Mill Engineer – Ma’aden Aluminium

Registration fee: US$ 950

Contact: Adele Carollissen
Email: adele@gac.ae  |  Tel: +971 4 457 2051